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The following comments are excerpts from the feedback of  our 
past local and destination wedding clients. See what they had to say 
about their wedding film / DVD and the entire MHP-HD experience! We 
worked hard to capture their special day in a cinematic, entertaining and 
fantastic way and this is just a small sample of  the feedback we’ve received. 

“OMG!!! It was like a real movie!”
                                                                                                      -Hannah & Cameron
                                                                                                        Clifton, New Jersey, USA

Enjoy!
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Shawn,
We cannot thank you enough for creating such a work of art! From beginning to end, we were 
completely captivated by the film. I was either crying tears of joy or laughing the entire length 
of the film. Words can’t express how appreciative we are that you so perfectly portrayed our 
wedding day. The FILM is really like a movie and a story of our day! It’s perfect and we 
wouldn’t change a thing. You are truly an artist! Thank you so much for giving us something we 
will forever cherish.

-Kelly & Chris

The quality of the film was great. It tells the story perfectly.
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The film exceeded our expectations!
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Do I feel the film tells the story of our wedding? Yes, I surely do. We are very pleased with 
the wedding video. I particularly enjoyed the outtakes and special features. The design of the film cover 
is amazing. I love the pictures you sectioned. Thank you so much for capturing our beautiful day!  

Many Blessings,
Dale and Frederika Brangman

The film left me in tear of laugher! 
Dale stated, he enjoyed the film. 

Frederika & Dale



OUR FILM TRULY IS A WORK OF ART. We can watch our movie 
over and over and never tire of it.  The effort and professionalism of your team is showcased in our 
jam packed FILM.  Thank you for sharing our special day with us. I know we made the right choice 
working with you. You’ve got the best lenses on the island- hands down! As we watch our film, I get 
the chills all over again! The film captures our nerves, our excitement, laughter and love. There are 
parts of the day that I missed but was able to see them because the film was able to retell the day.

Our film truly is a work of art!
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Camille & Jekon

“This is pure class”
-Jekon Edness



“Kylah and I agree, we wish we could do it all over again, and then rewind and do it once more. It 
was that amazing. Although we can’t literally travel back in time, your work permits us to put on the 

suit and dress, as it were, once more. Thank you.”

Richard & Kylah

”We are greatly appreciative of and impressed
by the overall product”
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Marissa & Shawn
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“We’ve watched it twice and we absolutely love it!!  It definitely captured 
the moment and was everything we expected it to be. We are so happy with the end result that we are 
planning to invite those who were not able to make it to come over and watch it with us so we can 
reminisce on the day and have some laughs and maybe some tears. Thank you so much again!!”
 
Shawn & Marissa James

”turned out GREAT!!! ”



“Shawn – The

film SURPASSED my 

EXPECTATIONS”. 
You did an excellent job despite the obstacles, 
I would have never known. It made me even 
more appreciative of the quality of the prod-
uct. Excellent!! Absolutely 
 
On our wedding journey we encountered 
many incidents of unprofessionalism.  How-
ever, your talent and superb professionalism 
restored my hope that there are still some 
out there who take pride in what they do.  It 
shows through the quality of your work. Our 
wedding was one of the most special days of 
our lives. It took two years to plan every de-
tail. As the bride & Groom   you are so caught 
up with everything that is difficult to take 
everything in. Through you work we were 
able to see some things we missed. These are 
now beautiful memories we can experience 
again over and over.  For that we can’t thank 
you enough.

Sincerely “The Hunts”

Wendy & Baby

Photo courtesy of  Artistic Impressions



MHP–HD films by 
Shawn Thompson, the best 
wedding Cinematography in Bermuda!

The best style, the best picture quality, the 
best sound and all in the glamour of HD!

Your wedding FILM is delivered to you 
on your chose of:

Blu- Ray HD

DVD

Online Stream

or Digital Download!

Got an iPad, Galaxy Tab, or some oth-
er type of tablet? Yeah we do that too!

See the difference when your wed-
ding is filmed through a cin-
ematic eye and with truly 
professional cameras, then edit-
ed to the highest quality standards.

MHP-HD is the only wedding film 
company on the island that uses the 
latest techniques in wedding film pro-
duction to create more than just a 
wedding video, we create a wedding 
FILM that will take your breath away!



Shawn you and your team are very professional and did an excellent job. You captured all 
of our special moments throughout the day and evening. Thank you for presenting a gift I will 
treasure for a lifetime – Chad and I absolutely love our Wedding video. I recommend you and 
your team anytime and have already spread the word to everyone who asks about our wedding.

Keep up the Great work guys :)

“The film was excellent and present well and 
very professional”

Rachael & Chad
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Rachael



Janeene & Jessie

"The FILM WAS WONDERFUL.  I have watched it 3 times already – clearly, 
I can’t get enough!!! :O)" ", it told the story of my day. From me entering the church, Jessie’s first 
look, and the infamous KISS!!! I loved it all. The music you chose to highlight those moments really 
made them stand out!!! The day goes by so fast and while you would like to take it all in, at times 
it’s just impossible.  Viewing my wedding video has allowed me to experience the day all over again 
and believe it or not, not only from my perspective (the bride), but that of a guest!!! I loved the video 
and if I could do it all over again – I would!!!! Thanks Shawn for all your help and it was a pleasure 
working with you!

Janeene & Jessie
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Photo courtesy of  Perspective Image Photography



Overall, I was pleased 
with the end result. It was pro-
fessionally done and I love to 
watch it…over and over again! 
One of my favourite DVD’s! 
Having taken the extra time to 
get to know my videographer 
also made the experience even 
better as I could appreciate the 
time and effort put in for it to all 
come together!

Cherie & Johnathan
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“The DVD was excellent!”

“The QUALITY of 
the picture was excellent. 
The colours were so vivid 
and real. It was like we 
were looking at it in real 
life!

The film told the whole 
story

The quality and content 
was definitely worth it. It 
was so much going on at 
the wedding and I was so 
tired from the long day it 
was exciting to finally see 
my wedding they way oth-
ers did and to really see 
how much fun they had 
was a treat!”

Cy
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watching, 
helped bring 
back the 
memories. 
Was a plea-
sure working 
with you. 
Your level of 
profession-
alism was 
remarkable, 
and the turn-
around time 
was
outstanding!”

Cherie & Kofi
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“we

ENJOYED



Photo courtesy of  Moongate Photography

“The dvd is

AWESOME, 

Donnell & Jay
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Photos courtesy of  Zeudi K. Hinds

very beautiful.. 
Sound, quality 
and picture is so 
clear. Yes, we 
relived the day 
while watching, 
even bought back 
tears!

Overall, we loved 
it! Glad you were 
a part of our 
day!”

Donnell & Jay 



“The video was above 
our expectations. The 
sound was clear and of 
good quality. The layout 
of the menus was very 
appealing and easy to 
read. The film captured 
our moments and more.

You really made us feel 
like movie stars! The 
only thing missing was 
the red carpet! But in all 
honesty, the video was 
great we get to relive 
our special day every 
time we watch.” the 
video. 

Jerilyn & Chris
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“OMG!!!!! 
Words are inadequate to 
describe how I’m feel-
ing. “Truly phenomenal” 
- that’s my description 
of the wedding video. 
Or perhaps I should say 
“a work of genius”. 

You did a beautiful job 
and we couldn’t have 
asked anything more of 
you. We watched it 3x 
last night. Thank you, 
thank you, thank you. 
Have a great holiday. 
We are planning a bbq 
on August 18 and we’d 
love for you to join us. 
Please keep in touch. 
Best Regards and a 
thousand and one thank 
yous !” 

Karen & Nigel
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Shawn, the DVD was

FANTASTIC. Well put 
together and concept was great. 
Thank you for the hard work 

Dele Ijaiya-Oladipo
Lagos, Nigeria

Funke & Dele
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“The video was better 
than we could have expect-
ed”

“Absolutely!!! We loved 
the way that parts of the 
day were put into special     
categories.”
“We were beyond satisfied 
with our wedding video. 

Shawn was extremely pro-
fessional and accommo-
dating on our day. From 
the love story to the spe-
cial messages in the video, 
every thing is perfection. 
I would definitely refer 
MHP / Shawn Thomp-
son for all video needs.”

Traci &

Eu
gen

e
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Photo courtesy of  Antwan Albuoy (Chic Studio)



“The QUALITY of  our 
wedding video exceeds 
our expectations by 
far...” 

....especially given the weather and 
circumstances. The video actually has 
an emotional effect on a few people 
that attended the wedding those that 
cried, cried again when they saw it.

We are so blessed to have chosen MHP to help create a memorable video of our special day. 
Our experience with the Shawn and his team was exceptional!! The level of professionalism is 
to be commended; the turnaround time of one week for delivery is unheard of in the industry. 
The finished product is gorgeous, very impressive and creative like a motion picture. Every time 
we have viewed the video with our loved ones we relive each moment, laughing and crying all 
over again. We really love the additional features especially the "flasher scene". I will definitely 
recommend MHP.

 
-LaVonne and Orrick
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LaVonne
& Orrick

Photo courtesy of  Chic Studio



“We never expected anything less than the
MAGNIFICENT QUALITY of film that was 

given to us!

As any couple getting 
married would know 
there is so much go-
ing on that day that it 
really isn’t possible 

to take everything in. 
Looking at the DVD 
gave us chills. The 
stunning color and 
clear sound sent us 

right back to the 
beautiful day that we 

had. 
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One thing that we will never regret is deciding to get our special day cap-
tured by a Cinematographer. On your wedding day you would just about 

remember that Shawn was there. When he presents you with the final 
product his presence will forever be in your mind due to the fact that he 

captured this impressive moving symbol of your special day. 

Every time we watch it we get a little choked up.

We are thankful to you Shawn.”

- Okina & Maquel
photo by Jomar Photography



A very big thank you for capturing our most special wedding
moments and creating 

a film we will treasure for many years to come!

Please extend our thank you to your amazing staff for helping cover our day! It 
is truly special to sit together and watch our wedding day unfold with our loved 

ones. My husband and I can’t thank you enough.” 

- Layla & Gary
Greenwich, Connecticut, USA

The sound quality was great, it was easy to navigate, and very well designed. 
The music matched up perfectly!

“The film EXCEEDED our expectations!
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Layla & Gary



All of  it...

absolutely every moment!”

- Hannah & Cameron
Clifton, New Jersey, USA

“OMG! I loved it!!! 

photos by Alex Masters
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I loved the way you captured both of us at the end 
of the wedding day itself. 
We have already discussed when we will be call-
ing you up again to re-make our “second” wedding 
ceremony (anniversary). 

Thank you so much Shawn! You and your team did 
a fantastic job! My husband is recommending you 
to EVERYONE! 

- Ruth & Ulric

I did cry near the end as the song was just incred-
ible (don’t know what the song is called, but it was 
simply fantastic). 

photos by Becky Spencer Photography

 “Overall, the film was dynamic!
The way you captured our story and put it to the 
inner story that unfolded was genius. The visual and 
sound was crisp and clean. 
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Ruth & Ulric



photos by Becky Spencer Photography

“[the video] did meet our expectations and

looked really great.” 
- Kate & Michael
Briarcliff  Manor, New York, USA
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Kate & Michael



“Shawn and his team did an 
awesome job capturing our 

moment! He was everywhere 
getting every single moment.” 

Tears flowed all over again :)
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“...we were very excited to 
see ourselves as well as others 
in this glorious moment of an 

eternallunion on DVD.”

photo by Becky Spencer
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“We greatly anticipated see-
ing the final product and we 
were not disappointed in the 
least bit. 

The DVD was professional 
from the initial start until the 
final scene. 

Thank you for capturing the 
essences of our love in this 
medium.”

- Julita & Carlyle

“The MHP team did 

an EXCELLENT 
JOB with 

every aspect of  our 
day.” 

photo by keith Caesar
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Julita & Carlyle



“I have reviewed the actual wedding DVD and 

THE FOOTAGE IS 
AWESOME!  

It is great to have such professional work done 
for such a personal event.”

- Tawana & Antoine
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“WE LOVED THE VIDEO!!!”  
It is amazing!!  You captured it so 

amazingly!!!  Every little detail.  

A couple people in my family want copies.  I love the 
DVD case and DVD labeling too ... perfect!

 
Thanks so much for making our day special!!!  I will 

tell everyone about how great a job you 
did!!

 
- Nadra & Nate

photos by Becky Spencer
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       “WE ABSOLUTELY LOVE 
OUR WEDDING DVD!”  

Everything from the cover to the music selection to what 
was captured on our wedding day – just fab!!  You’re a 

star!”.. Nicole & Daniel 
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photos by Alex Masters & Amanda Temple

“I thought the DVD was great and I am so glad 
that I will have something that I can keep looking back 

on. Again thank you for all your hard work.                                        
I would recommend you to anyone.”

-Ashley & Kevin
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Ashley & Kevin



‘I thought is was FANTASTIC! 
Sound quality great. What is the name of the 

song at the beginning? Love it...
Couple of the shots look like a tourism video 
for Fairmont...views, pools, hair blowing in 

wind on the well manicured lawn, red carpet, 
indoor waterfalls...WOW!

YOU ARE FANTASTIC! Efficient, 
professional...I like your consultative 
approach rather than the pushy sales 

person approach..
I've watched the DVD 12 times already 

ha ha ha...such a hopeless romantic. We are 
planning DVD party for both sides of family. 
The wedding messages from guests is also a 
highlight. We've re-lived all the moments on 

the dance floor too...
AWESOME AWESOME AWESOME. 

I also like the fact that you edited the video 
to reflect the couples personalities...it was 
romantic, captured family shots of young 

and old and the 
fun fun fun...

Groom said the interviews reminded him 
of a cruise ship video as guests were hav-
ing so much fun. He liked that you were 

able to catch his guests having a good time 
as parties like that are so hard to come by 

these days.  

I think I need to watch it a few more 
times!

- Taria & Temiko (bride & groom)
- Tawana (sister)
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We watched the DVD this past weekend, 
and it is fantastic.  It exceeded our expectations, 

and we are  

so happy to have such a 
GREAT FILM to 

remember our special day.  
Thank you for all of your hard work, and we re-
ally appreciate you staying a bit later and getting 

it turned around to us so quickly.

- Audrey & Robert
Greenville, Delaware, USA

photos by Amanda  Temple
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“The wedding DVD was immaculately produced.  It 
definitely met our expectations and in many areas, sur-

passed.  The visual and sound quality was top notch, and 
those friends that have seen the film have commented to 

that end . 
We loved the love story portion, and how the editing 
was done, which made everything flow perfectly. The 

selection of background music was very 
complimenting and tasteful. 

Thank you for capturing our marriage experience!  We 
are truly grateful.”
- Owen & Tione

Photo courtesy of  Chic Studio
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“Thank you kindly for all the work done with the video. It was a great feeling to 
be able to relive our joyous date. 

In our opinion the QUALITY was of excellent standard. 
Menu options were of ease to navigate. 

In all we were very pleased.” 

- Sinshea & Dennis                                                                                                                           

 Photo by Art Simons

Sinshea & Dennis



“The DVD not only met our expectations but exceeded them! 
We are very happy with our decision to have 

My House Productions (MHP-HD) film our wedding. 
The DVD captured the atmosphere of our wedding day wonderfully!”

- Shaina & Curtis

Photo by Zeudi K. Hinds
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Shaina & Curtis



Bookings
When you’re ready to work with MHP-HD to create the memory of a lifetime, booking the 

team is easy - here are the steps to help us capture your special day:

1. Visit the MHP-HD Website
Now that you’ve read the customer testimonials included in the MHP-HD magazine, you may 
also be interested in viewing a few video samples. Check out our website - www.mhphd.com 

- for samples and additional information.

2. Review the Packages
Information about the video packages is also available on www.mhphd.com. Please take a 

moment to review the available packages to help determine what works best for you 
you. Need help determining the best package option? 

No worries - the next step will help!

3. Schedule a Consultation
Call or email us to setup a free consultation. Having a personal consultation with MHP-HD 

will help answer any questions or concerns about the wedding videography process. If you 
have not determined which package you’d like to book, this is a great time to learn more 

about the differences and advantages of each package. Ask as many questions as you’d like 
- we want to be sure that when your special day is here, the wedding film is one thing that 

you know you do not have to worry about!

4. Complete Your Event Contract
Once you’ve decided on a package and are ready to book MHP-HD to handle your 

wedding film, you’ll complete an event contract, which covers every detail of what you 
should expect from the MHP-HD team, and your role as our client.

5. Return Your Wedding Information Sheet
As you plan your big day, it is important to share some of  the key details with us. We will want 

to know about rehearsal times and locations, as well as key moments during the actual
ceremony and reception that we will capture. This helps us setup our cameras in the right 

place, at the right time for best results!
 

6. Receive Your Film
And finally, the part you’ve been waiting on...receiving your cinematic film! We are proud to 

provide you with a final product in a timely manner. Our completion time for wedding 
cinematography is one of  the fastest on the island!



“WE BOTH ENJOY 
WATCHING THE DVD,

it meets our expectations. 

I feel that you were very professional to the point that 
some of my maids forgot you were around. The qual-
ity of your work speaks for its self. One look at how 

all the piece of my wedding day came together on the 
DVD should tell any clients that you are the one to 

choose for their special day.  Keep up the good work 
and know that you have my recommendation to any 

bride I meet.”

- Patrice & Don

“Shawn, working with you has 
been a pleasure. Your pleasant at-
titude, commitment to the cli-
ent and prompt delivery of the 
product would make me rec-
ommend you to anyone in the 
future. We wish you all the best with 

your business.”

- Mark & DeVika
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Patrice & Don



“Our video is FANTASTIC.
I can’t thank you enough for the 
wonderful job you did with it. It
is everything I hoped it would be.”

- Rachael & Mark
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photos by Sacha Blackburne

The footage was         
PROFESSIONALLY 

prepared, definitely top 
class! I’ve seen other wedding 

DVD’s and nothing compares. And 
I really like the introduction 

& the music selected was 
perfect, it set the tone. 

Thank you very much 
for a job well done!”

- Derricka and Kennith 

Derricka & Kennith

Rachael & Mark



“The FILM which you created 

has been the HIGHLIGHT 
of our post wedding memories! It 

is absolutely beautiful! 

The music is great, especially Cold Play,  left 
us all humming! “Our favorite part is the 

way you slowed certain elements, especially 
the bride's entrance and exit.

“We couldn’t have asked 
for a better wedding 

video. ABSOLUTELY 
BEAUTIFUL! You caught 
all the emotion and perfect moments of 
the day. The visual and sound quality is 
exceptional and the editing was amaz-
ing. You were very professional and 

extremely pleasant.
On behalf of my husband and I we 

thank you for capturing our special day 
in a very special way!!!!! 

We will cherish it for 
years to come!”

- Debbie & Chris

Photo by Visual Impact Photography 

“It was absolutely beautiful!”
“The sound quality is good. We have all watched it several times and will treasure it always. 

Thank you!”

- Carol, Carolyn and Tyler
Stamford, Connecticut, USA

Photo courtesy of  Photographic Associates



Survey Question: Did the film meet your expectations 
overall?

“Absolutely! Above and beyond what I ever expected. From your preparation email to the final DVD... I was 
blown away! 

It felt like I was reliving the moments each time I watched it. It made me feel like I was there, seeing and hearing 
everything just as it was ... minus the fog of being the bride and trying to make sure everyone was having fun. :-)

OMG!!! It was like a real movie. The cover, the navigation, the menus. I felt like I should be signing autographs 
and passing out DVDs. 

The day of the wedding I tried to keep my composure throughout the day and hold back from doing the ugly cry. 
When I watch the film it feels liberating to sit back and feel all of the emotions all over again but that I couldn't 
show on the day of. I've watched it multiple times... ugly cry and all.

Oh I could write so much! You are truly amazing and passionate about your craft. We are so honored that you 
captured our fairy tale wedding and give us the opportunity to relive it from another perspective. We appreciate 
your kindness, professionalism, and the way you just fit right into all of the fun. Thank you Thank you Thank 
you! 

You really did an amazing job!! I look forward to seeing you again... I'll have to think of something that needs 
taping during a visit to the island. If you're ever in New York... please let me know!!!!”
- Hannah & Cameron
Clifton, New Jersey, USA

Hannah had a lot to say!
Here’s her full feedback!

photos by Alex Masters



photo by Shawn Thompson



photo by Shawn Thompson

DELIVERABLES we also give you the most options for your finished FILM to be 
delivered. DVD, Blu Ray, Digital Download or Online Streaming are all a part of what we do.

BluRay Dics DVD Digital Download Online Streaming



Alex Masters
Amanda Temple
Antwan Albouy (Chic Photography)
Art Simons (Photographic Associates)
Becky Spencer
Jomar Photography
Lawrence Grant
Sacha Blackburne
Visual Impact Photography
Zeudi Hinds
Kenneth Fox Jr.
Keith Caesar
Kondwani Williams
Artistic Impressions

Photos in this magazine were submitted by MHP-HD wedding FILM clients and or the aforementioned 
photographers. Photos are only a visual representation of the client and are NOT assocated with the 
MHP-HD client films highlighted in this magazine. All comments were submitted by actual MHP-
HD clients during client feedback surveys. Feedback is based on the film / DVD received by each client.
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Client Images To maintain the highest quality of work and creative exclusivity, Executive 
Producer Shawn Thompson frequents industry seminars and 
sessions to share in the thought, theory and practice of this evolving art.

In film he has trained with world class Directors of Photography (DP’s) and mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) such as Rob Draper ASC, 
Shane Hurlbut  ASC, Russell Carpenter ASC, Steven Fierberg ASC, Michael Minock 
Cinematograper and Rodney Taylor ASC. Collectively there film credits include "Sim-
ple Justice", "Titanic", "Secretary", Need for Speed” and lots of other Hollywood films. 

 
“Love to capture the moment”, - Shawn Thompson

Training



ABOUT MHP-HD

MHP - HD is a boutique, hi-definition video production house 
in Bermuda.  

Award-winning Owner and Executive Producer Shawn Thompson has worked 
on a variety of  projects, including local and destination weddings, documen-

tary films and major corporate events. 

He is a member of  the Wedding & Events Videographers Association (WEVA) 
and is a DV Awards winner for Wedding Videography and Cinematography. 
Shawn and his dedicated production team are committed to providing first 

class video masterpieces, specializing in:

Weddings: 
Engagement videos w  Love Stories w  Bridal Prep  w  Ceremonies & Receptions

Corporate and Government: 
Meetings  w Special Events w Internal Videos w Public Announcements

Music, Film and TV Entertainment: 
Documentaries w Cinematography w Editing  w  Music Videos 

The best way to look back on your big day is with an amazing video.  See, hear, feel and relive 
the moments. Let MHP-HD take you there.  Ask about our packages today and book us for your 

special day.
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